WOODSTOCK MUSEUM

19TH ANNUAL FREE FILM FESTIVAL

REFRESHMENTS, OUTDOOR MUSIC & SPECIAL EFFECTS

13 Charles Bach Rd., Saugerties, NY 12477  Theme: IMPACT

AUG 31 - FRIDAY

7PM  1ST DAY & NEXT MINUTE  Animation
adventure into a person's zone of desires where
lust and responsibility are divide and demand.

7:20  The Silent Clow-Recovering the Present
Unusual insight into mindfulness training
changes lives of children & teenagers.

9:05  TAPFERKEIT  A German sniper
and a U.S. combat engineer find themselves
the sole survivors of a battle.

9:30  Sparrow Meets Dr. Worways
Woodstock commentator talks to himself as
two personalities. Q&A

SEPT 1 - SATURDAY

7PM  STILL I RISE  Maya Angelou's poem
visualized and set to music to forge unity.

7:20  ENOUGH WHITE TEACUPS
Highlight's a design to improve life competition
and examines sustainable living principles.

8:35  ONE  A traffic stop and police alterca-
tion gets a re-do. Q&A

9:15  Escaping Stars  A woman's world
falls apart when her lover left her. She goes
into an imaginary state.

9:30  AT THE PARK BY THE CREEK
Either pull yourself out of drug pedaling or go deeper in mud.

SEPT 2 - SUNDAY

7PM  WORK  A young mom questions her
choices while raising her daughter on a farm.

7:30  STANDING ROCK TAKE
Me From the River  Like minded
activists traveled over 800 miles in solidarity
with Oceti Sakowin camp to protect water. Q&A

8:30  MatKa  An art video and song dedicated
to refugee children

8:40  SCENES FROM A VISIT  An aging
dad's artistry is captured in his home. Q&A

9:20  THE BEST OF ALL WORLDS  A true
story of a child's life with a heroin addicted
mother and their love for each other.

SEPT 3 - MONDAY

12PM  SCHOOL ME  College for prisoners
with its causes and effects.

12:30  21 YEARS - A FOLDED FLAG
Son's journey to discover who his father was
after Vietnam War. Q&A

2:15  MY GOLDEN RULE  Young
spirited woman enters a portal into a post-apoc-
apocalyptic world.

2:20  MAJOR "DOC" BROWN  Oldest
survivor of WWII's Bataan Death March speaks
out. Q&A

3:30  LOOK  Animation explores nat-
ural cycles of exchange between humans
and animals.

3:35  SUPERHOUSE  Step inside one
of the most energy efficient homes in the world.

3:40  IT'S THE DYSTOPIAN FUTURE
A giddy jaunt through the future that may come
to pass.

3:45  MAMA QOTA  Native
Peruvians illuminate the importance of lakes
in their culture.

4:15  SMACKED! Addiction &
Recovery in Rural America  A
town in the Catskills addresses opioid & heroin
addicts. Q&A

WOODSTOCK MUSEUM SUPPORTER MEMBERSHIP

Donate and get your free gift(s) sent to you.

@ $25 Donation  MUG
___ quantity

@ $60 Donation  All Autographed Books
___ quantity

@ $75 Donation  "The Band"
___ quantity

@ $175 Donation  Signed Limited Edition
by Elliot Landy
___ quantity

WoodstockMuseum.org  845 246-0600